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March 12, 2020 
  

The Listing Department 
The National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. 
Exchange Plaza, Bandra-Kurla Complex 
Bandra (E) 
Mumbai-400051. 
Fax Nos. 022-26598236/237/238 

The Listing Department 
Bombay Stock Exchange Limited 
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers, 
25th Floor, Dalal Street 
Mumbai-400001 
Fax No. 022-22722061/41/39 

 
Dear Sirs, 
 
Ref: Regulation 30(2) of Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure 
Requirements) Regulations, 2015  
 

In terms of the Regulation 30(2) of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 
2015, please find enclosed the Press Release duly issued by the Company announcing the launch of the 
latest version of its transaction banking solution FinnAxia 7.0.  

 

This is for your information and records. 

 
Thanking You. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
FOR NUCLEUS SOFTWARE EXPORTS LIMITED  
 
 
 
Authorised Signatory  
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                             FinnAxia Virtual Account Management 

NSE: NUCLEUS, BSE: 531209 

Nucleus Software launches FinnAxia 7.0; Introduces Virtual Account 
Management for Real-Time Banking 

  
Provides real-time visibility of cash positions 
Enables faster and more informed decisions 

Optimizes working capital management 
Backbone to structuring reconciliation solutions for industry segments 

 
New Delhi, India, March 12, 2020: Nucleus Software, the leading provider of lending and transaction banking 
solutions to the global financial services industry, today announced the launch of the latest version of 
its transaction banking solution FinnAxia 7.0.  

With this launch, Nucleus Software introduces a sophisticated virtual account management (VAM) solution 
designed to enable banks to open virtual accounts for their corporate customers - accounts that can replace 
real current accounts and instantly route payments and collections to a linked ‘master’ current account. 
Reducing the number of physical accounts helps streamline the corporate accounts receivable process, 
ensuring faster payee identification, error-free reconciliation, reduced days sales outstanding (DSO) and 
improved working capital management. With FinnAxia VAM, banks can centralize cash operations for their 
corporate customers thereby providing real-time visibility and better control of liquidity positions along 
with enhanced forecasting capabilities for faster and more informed decision making. Banks can also 
provide a range of self-service options to the corporates - allowing them to design complex shadow account 
hierarchies for a real physical account in line with their specific business needs. 

The solution increases the addressable market for banks as corporates like Pension Funds and Mutual 
Funds companies handling client money can leverage the solution for client money management through 
notional segregation of the clients’ money using shadow accounting and shadow balance tracking at the 
virtual account level. Corporates can slice and dice reports according to their business needs with the 
solution providing them the flexibility to structure, segregate and aggregate data.  The clarity on transaction 
streams at the entity or subsidiary level combined with the reduction in the number of physical bank 
accounts brings treasury efficiencies of improved account rationalization and real-time liquidity.  FinnAxia 
VAM also helps banks onboard customers faster with a number of features including an AI-based intelligent 
text extractor.  

FinnAxia VAM enables banks to provide an enhanced customer experience, reduce their operational costs 
through high STP rates combined with low IT expenses, and also improve their compliance to regulations 
such as BASEL III, IFRS and BEPS. 

http://www.nucleussoftware.com/
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Mr. R. P Singh (CEO, Nucleus Software) said, “In this age of hyper connectivity, where consumers have little 
tolerance for delays and errors, banks need to provide corporate treasurers with high quality products and 
services, fast and with accuracy. In fact, research shows that 70% of corporate treasurers consider the 
provision of real-time systems as the most important factor when establishing a banking relationship. With 
On-Behalf-Of structures such as POBO (Payments On Behalf Of) and ROBO (Receivables On Behalf Of), 
organizations can dramatically reduce the complexity of their banking structures - that often encompass 
thousands of accounts across hundreds of banks, and involve a wide range of currencies - into just a single 
physical account in a single bank. This ensures greater visibility of cash positions and faster and more 
informed decisions. With the latest release of FinnAxia, banks will be well placed to help their corporate 
customers finally realize their real-time treasury vision”.  
 
Mr. Harshit H Jain (Global Head – Transaction Banking and Digitization Business, Nucleus Software) added, 
“We see Nucleus as a trusted advisor and partner for our banking customers. We strive to continuously 
keep enhancing our FinnAxia product based on valuable inputs and use cases from our customers as they, 
in turn, embark on their digitization journey to offer a superior experience to their Corporate and SME 
customers.” 
 
FinnAxia is an integrated global transaction banking solution built on latest Java J2EE technology over 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) platform, which allows banks to break down traditional product silos, 
launch personalized products/services over multiple channels, achieve operational excellence and embrace 
digitization. The solution empowers financial institutions to establish and maintain a market-leading 
presence through the flexible, speedy and efficient execution of transaction banking processes.  
 

About Nucleus Software: 

 

Nucleus Software (BSE & NSE: NUCLEUS) is the leading provider of lending and transaction banking 

products to the global financial services industry. Its software powers the operations of more than 150 

companies in 50 countries, supporting retail banking, corporate banking, cash management, internet 

banking, automotive finance and other business areas. Nucleus Software is known for its world-class 

expertise and innovation in lending and transaction banking technology. It has two flagship products, built 

on the latest technology: 

 FinnAxiaTM, an integrated global transaction banking solution used by banks worldwide to offer 

efficient and innovative payments, receivables, liquidity management, trade finance, supply chain 

finance and business internet banking solutions for their corporate and SME customers. 

 FinnOneTM 10 time winner - World’s Best Selling Lending Solution.  
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 PaySe TM, the world's first online & offline digital payment solution designed and created with an aim 

to democratize money. 

 

Forward-looking and Cautionary Statements: For risks and uncertainties relating to forward-looking 

statements, please visit: http://www.nucleussoftware.com/safe-harbor. 

 
Media Relations:  
Rashmi Joshi 
Head - PR & Media Relations 
Nucleus Software  
Email: rashmi.joshi@nucleussoftware.com 
Mob: +91- 9560694654  
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